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ABSTRACT
Soaring birds have evolved to fly for long periods of time without flapping their wings.
Inspired by the flight of these birds, the proposed thesis presents an experimental investigation
focused on wingtip devices designed based on biomimicry. The overarching engineering
objective was to reduce the induced drag as a means to improve the fuel efficiency via these
experimental wingtips. An associated secondary objective was to establish a method for
manufacturing complex structures suitable for wing tunnel testing. A manufacturing technique
that involved using composite weaves to reinforce additively manufactured structures was
developed. This technique has the potential to reduce manufacturing times by as much
as three weeks, when compared to traditional manufacturing methods. Three “featherlet”
wing tip attachments were designed and manufactured. Surface flow visualization and force
balance campaigns were then conducted at the ERAU Micaplex low speed wind tunnel. The
surface streamlines from the oil surface flow visualization campaign showed that the basic
winglet had flow over the wing that was closest to two-dimensional flow. This was reinforced
by the analysis of the lift to drag ratio where the basic winglet had an increased aerodynamic
efficiency of up to 25% over the wing with no attachment. Two of the three featherlets tested
showed an improved aerodynamic efficiency as well as a significant reduction in induced drag
when compared to the no attachment case. Data suggests that with further development, a
featherlet attachment could one day perform better than the basic winglet attachment.
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1 INTRODUCTION
From the inception of commercial flight, in the early 1900’s, improving flight efficiency
has been and continues to be the focus of airplane manufacturers. In addition, with the
growing concerns of climate change, improving fuel efficiency takes on significance beyond
economic interests. The EPA predicted that by 2050, greenhouse gas emissions attributed to
airliners will rise by two to three times the current amount [1]. Thus, by improving the flight
efficiency of an airplane, one could reduce the cost of flying the aircraft with a concomitant
decrease in green house gas emissions. For this reason, there have been many advancements
in the aeronautical field related to flight efficiency. One class of devices that have been used
to improve the fuel efficiency of subsonic aircrafts, with some success, are devices installed at
the tip of the wing, known as wingtip devices. Figure 1.1 shows a typical wingtip device in
current use known as a winglet. Various re-designs of the traditional winglet have been made
and are used to much success. The present work overviews an experimental winglet design
based on avian feathers with the long-term goal of improving the fuel efficiency of subsonic
aircrafts.

1.1 Relationship Between Fuel and Aerodynamic Efficiency
Aerodynamic forces on a wing are produced due to the pressure difference between the
upper and lower surface of a wing as well due to the wall shear stress over the wing. This
resultant force vector is then conveniently resolved into a lift force L and a drag force D,
perpendicular and parallel respectively to the direction of flight. In steady level flight, the lift
equates to the weight W of the aircraft while the thrust T produced by the engines equals
the drag [2]. Of particular interest is the lift to drag ratio L/D. This lift to drag ratio is
directly related to fuel consumption of an airplane or fuel efficiency. In other words, L/D is a
measure of the lift produced per unit count of drag (or thrust required at steady level flight).
For this reason, L/D is one of the commonly used measures of aerodynamic efficiency.
1

As D = T at steady level flight, the ratio L/D is directly tied to fuel consumption or
efficiency. In other words, the higher the ratio, the more lift is generated per unit thrust
produced by the engine at cruise. Hence, improving the aerodynamic efficiency of a wing
has clear monetary benefits along with the previously mentioned associated environmental
benefits. Particularly in terms of the environment, it is no secret that imbalanced levels
of greenhouse gasses have an effect on the earths climate [3]. Aircraft engines produce
greenhouse gasses such as N Ox , CO, CO2 and various others as a byproduct of engine fuel
burn [4]. It becomes clear then that an increased aerodynamic efficiency would improve the
fuel efficiency resulting in less fuel spent per mile flown, subsequently decreasing these green
house gas emissions [1].

Figure 1.1 Picture of a typical winglet found on an airliner, used to reduce induced drag [5].

1.2 Components of Drag
One way of increasing the aerodynamic efficiency, L/D, of a wing is by reducing the drag
force generated by a wing or aircraft. Drag generated by finite wings at subsonic speeds can
be separated into two broad, primary components, namely pressure drag and skin friction
drag. Induced drag is a form of pressure drag and is the focus of the present work. Induced
2

Figure 1.2 Encapsulated region of high and low relative pressure around a wing being
integrated to yield lift [6].
drag is a component of drag that is coupled with the lift generated by a wing in the following
manner. Consider an airfoil in a free stream. The lift on an airfoil arises from the integration
of the pressure (see Figure 1.2) and wall shear stress distribution over the airfoil. The major
contributor to the lift is the pressure forces. Conversely, in the case of the drag, the shear
stress is the major contributor when the flow is not separated. Thus, in a two dimensional
analysis, the total drag is simply a sum of the pressure drag and the skin friction drag.

Figure 1.3 A graphical depiction of a three dimensional wing with a low and high pressure
side resulting in a tip vortex.
However, in the case of a finite body wing there are some key consequences due to finite
wing tips. In the case of a finite end, the lower pressure region on the upper surface and the
higher pressure region on the lower surfaces do not have a physical body separating them.
3

See Figure 1.3 for a simple schematic of a three dimensional wing from the viewpoint of the
incoming flow. At the tip of the wing, the pressure fields results in flow from the bottom
surface to the upper surface, forming a vortex known as the wingtip vortex. This wingtip
vortex produces a net downward flow over the wing, known as the downwash w resulting in
the induced drag (more details on this presented subsequently).

Figure 1.4 Depiction of flow field vectors at the flow-wing interface that visually depict the
origin of induced drag [7].
Inviscid aerodynamic theory gives a relationship between the induced drag and lift. In
non-dimensional form, the induced drag is given by:

CD,i =

CL2
πeAR

(1.1)

Here, CD,i is the induced drag coefficient, CL is the lift coefficient, e is the Oswald’s
efficiency factor, and AR is the aspect ratio of the wing. Hence, induced drag is inherently a
three-dimensional phenomenon as it goes to zero when AR → ∞.
Aerodynamicists have described the flow physics associated with and resulting in the
induced drag in various forms. For example, McLean [7] noted that the flow pattern upstream
of a wing in flight was undisturbed while the flow about one wingspan aft of the wing was fully
disturbed and beginning to dissipate. Because of upstream propagation in incompressible
4

flow, the flow pattern at the wing was estimated to be “halfway” between clean flow and
disturbed flow. This “halfway” flow pattern described is visualised in Figure 1.4, with the
downwash (w in Figure 1.5) clearly visible near the root of the wing. The downwash, w,
the wing is flying through in Figure 1.4 is said to be self-induced as it is produced by the
pressure difference over the wing. In addition due to the downwash, the angle of attack α,
changes into the effective angle of attack αef f (see velocity triangle in Figure 1.5). This
consequence of the downwash w, directly results in the induced drag Di , by changing the
local relative wind vector via the angle αi (induced angle of attack). As shown Figure 1.5 a
milder downwash results in a smaller lift rotation αi , resulting in lesser induced drag Di .

Figure 1.5 Airfoil cross section of a typical wing explaining the manifestation of induced drag
[2].
The flow pattern, noted in Figure 1.4 directly causes the vortex wake downstream of a
wing producing lift. This vortex wake is not only due to the wingtip vortex. The turbulent
boundary layers of the high and low pressure surfaces of the wing results in a vortex sheet
that is essentially a physical shear layer of finite thickness originating from the wingtips. This
is shown in Figure 1.6. This vortex sheet also rolls up as shown combining into the vortex

5

wake. McLean notes that the relationship between the induced drag and vortex wake is often
misconstrued, arguing that the vortex wake is more global than constrained to the wingtip.
He then states that the vortex wake is not the cause of the induced drag but rather the
manifestation of it. Thus, he claimed that attempts to manipulate the vortex downstream
with the intent to reduce induced drag are futile and ill meaning. This claim lends support
to the idea of reducing induced drag via wingtip attachments such as winglets, as pursued as
part of this work.

Figure 1.6 Graphic showing the wake vortex sheet and wing tip vortex associated with a
wing producing induced drag [7].
Traditional winglets, as shown in Figure 1.1, have been used to minimize induced drag.
These wingtip attachments reduce induced drag at the expense of marginally increasing
the skin friction drag and form (pressure) drag, however the net pay off is beneficial [8].
Figure 1.7 shows a typical drag budget of a commercial airliner at cruise, clearly showing how
lift induced drag makes up a significant portion (>30%). Thus, it can clearly be seen that
reducing induced drag has the potential to yield significant performance benefits as long as
other components of drag are not increased. To this end, the focus of this thesis is to explore
improvements to traditional winglet design using biomimicry.

1.3 Overall Objective
The primary objective of this thesis is to improve upon the design of traditional winglets,
looking at nature for inspiration. It is also important to note that this gives rise to an

6

Figure 1.7 Drag budget of a commercial airliner at cruise [9].
issue related to the manufacturing of complex shapes suitable for wind tunnel testing.
Manufacturing complex wind tunnel models can be both time consuming and cost prohibitive.
Thus a complementary (or secondary) objective is to develop a manufacturing method that
allows for quick experimentation of novel aerodynamic devices for wing tunnel testing (such
as the ones proposed in this thesis). In the pursuit of these objectives the following thesis
is presented with the thesis organization being as follows. Beginning with a review of prior
literature significant to the topic, it is the authors intent to define the background of the topic,
such that the goal of the present work is evident. Subsequently, a methodology for fabricating
experimental additively manufactured wingtip devices is described. In combination with
the manufacturing methodology, an experimental testing approach that overviews the force
balance and oil surface flow visualization experiments performed is included. Finally, a
compilation of results and an interpretation of their significance is recorded in the final
chapters. The appendix is populated with data superfluous to the present work along with
detailed descriptions of the model manufacturing process.

7

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter serves as an overview of the prior work that forms the background for the
current work. The chapter begins with the motivation for the use of biomimcry in wingtip
design. Then, a brief history on the development of wingtip devices is presented while
highlighting the different types of wingtip designs in use today including those that take
inspiration from nature. In particular, the amount of blending used in various winglet designs
is discussed. Subsequently, a review of the relevant literature on multi-winglets mimicking
bird feathers (hereon referred to as featherlets) is given.

2.1 Motivation
Flapping bird flight can be explained using some aspects of unsteady incompressible
aerodynamics concepts but have no direct analog to commercial aviation. However, soaring
birds that rely on gliding for long distances have served as a direct analog to airplanes in
cruise. Ornithological (avian) biologists have inferred that evolution has optimized some
aspects of soaring flight, which forms the inspiration for the current work [9]. The present
work looks to consider avian biomimicry in winglet design, with the intent to improve flight
efficiency. There is literary precedence for this intention in engineering, specifically related to
the subject of bird feathers.
In the interest of ease of reading, the basic nomenclature used to describe bird feathers
are shown in Figure 2.1. The outer most feathers are primary flight feathers and the interior
most shown feathers are secondary feathers. The angle at which the feathers are positioned
with respect to he incoming flow vector is defined as the sweep. Some other parameters not
noted in the figure but are important are wing dihedral or bend of the individual feathers and
the slot length between the feathers (due to emarginations or otherwise). This is because,
in avian flight, the primary feathers are part of their morphology (or structured anatomy),
while the prior mentioned parameters (dihedral, sweep etc.) are “control inputs.”
8

Figure 2.1 Biology of birds as given by Burton [10]. This defines the parameters for winglet
biomimicry.
The function and shape of bird feathers has been theorized to have evolved for various
functions with the primary function not yet being completely clear. For example, Osvath
et al. [11] stated that thermal resistance was the most important factor in feather evolution,
and therefore dictates wing characteristics such as density, shape and mass. With this in
mind, Osvath et al. reasoned that the characteristics of bird feathers were not inherently
optimized for flight.
Tucker [12] indicated how important slots are to bird flight. Slots refers to the distance
between bird feathers, naturally occurring and otherwise (see Figure 2.1). Tucker found that
birds with slots had 30% less drag during soaring flight when compared with counterparts
without slots (Rec = 1.01 × 106 per foot). This drag reduction was attributed to vortex and
wake manipulation due to the slots between the feathers. Tucker also notes the impact of the
“anterior-most primary feathers,” and theorized that feathers acted similar to winglets and
spread the vorticity horizontally and vertically to reduce drag. As a note, primary feathers
are the prominent front most feathers that are essential for bird flight. Tucker also noted
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that there was a slight increase in drag when adding extra slot length to the feathers via
feather clipping.

Figure 2.2 PIV based velocity vector field showing the effect of bird feathers on flight.
Multiple weak vortices are formed and merge downstream. This provides the basis for
featherlet design [13].
Klassen van Oorschot et al. [14] contradicted Tucker’s claims by stating that gliding flight
was mostly unaffected by wingtip shape and configuration. Rather, they stated feather slots
evolved as a result of natural power consumption conservation in the context of specific
maneuvers such as vertical take off and landings. They also noted the correlation between
habitat and wingtip emarginations between the primary feathers. Emarginations refer to the
lines and notches found in each individual feather. Emargination shapes have a direct effect
on the length of the slots between feathers. Thus, it was seen that birds living in habitats
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that encouraged soaring flight evolved with distinctive slot lengths thought to increase soaring
efficiency. Savile [15] studied the development of feather gap length and shape, and observed
that the most prominently developed slot gap occurred just after the leading edge feather.
Given the importance of the anterior most primary feathers to bird flight, this prominent
slot gap was noted to be particularly significant. Lees et al. [16] furthered the notion of
gliding flight being a non-factor in wing and feather evolution. However, they conceded
that undulating flapping flyers often produced less drag than their counterparts (forward
flyers and high frequency flyers). Undulating flight refers to the up-and-down roller coaster
pattern of flying which some birds follow, achieved by a combination of flapping and gliding.
Coincidentally, flapping flyers also have slotted primary feathers. Lockwood et al. [17] studied
the effect of migratory paths on wing evolution and deduced that the wings of birds with
longer flight paths evolved in a similar manner, pointing to some form of optimization. In
summary, there is much debate within the ornithological community on the evolution and
reasons for bird wing and feather configurations and its possible role. That being said,
Tucker noted the corollary between wingtips of airplanes and the primary feathers function
in reducing drag during soaring flight. This is an opportunity for fundamental research and
is the motivation for the present work.

2.2 Winglets in Applied Aerodynamics
It is now well established that winglets reduce the induced drag on a wing [19, 20].
Winglets translate the focal point of the vortex acting on the wing horizontally and vertically
and reduce the downwash, w, on the wing. By extension, the reduction of downwash is
realized as an improvement in aerodynamic efficiency (refer to Figure 1.5) [2]. Aircraft
manufacturers, such as Boeing, have consistently revisited the design of winglets to gain
increased reduction in wing drag, with the most successful iterations having a noticeable
amount of blending [21]. As an example, the evolution of the winglets on the 737 family are
shown in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.4 further highlights various types of winglet designs.
To trace the roots of its development, winglets were first introduced in 1897 as a means
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(a) 737 winglet circa 2000

(b) 737 winglet circa 2001

(c) 737 winglet circa 2003

(d) 737 winglet circa 2005

(e) 737 winglet circa 2014

(f ) 737 winglet circa 2022

Figure 2.3 Examples of Different 737 Winglet Attachments [18]
of reducing the induced drag. Much of the development in the early 1900’s came from
experimental investigations where a noticeable drag reduction was observed primarily at
higher lift coefficients. In 1976, Whitcomb presented several key characteristics of properly
designed winglets. One of the notable characteristics of effective winglets was the production
of side force. Other characteristics he stated were of particular interest are the winglet aspect
ratio, and the sweep of a winglet. He noted that the former would yield better performance
for higher aspect ratios, while the latter should coincide with the sweep of the main wing. A
summary of his findings indicated a reduction in induced drag of 20% with an increase in
aerodynamic efficiency by 9% [20].
Following the work of Whitcomb, Gates Learjet became the first manufacturers that
used winglets in their 28 and 29 jet line-ups as a means of improving fuel efficiency. This
was precipitated by the fuel crisis of the 1970’s in combination with Whitcomb’s findings
[22, 23]. Subsequently, many airplane manufacturers implemented their own versions of
winglet devices and cited improvements in various areas depending on design and use, as is
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Figure 2.4 An assortment of wingtip configurations throughout history [7]
detailed subsequently [24, 25].
In a chronological sense, one of the first advancements made to the design of the traditional
winglet was the introduction of the wingtip fence (shown in Figure 2.4(9)). Wingtip fences
produced similar performance improvements as their traditional counterparts but with a
fraction of the size and weight. They were installed on the Airbus A310 series and A300
series [24].
Similarly, in the late 1980’s, Boeing implemented their redesign of the traditional winglet
with the canted winglet on the 747-400 lineup, as seen in Figure 2.4(3). The canted winglet
design improved efficiency by almost 4% over the 747-300 by extending the aspect ratio of the
wing. The winglet designs in question were particularly short but had a noticeable upward
slope which allowed for the span increase while still adhering to structural constraints [25].
The next progression in design improvements on the winglet involved the implementation
of blended winglets (see in Figure 2.4.2). Blended winglets served as a natural successor
to canted winglets, in that they took a similar approach for the majority of the design but
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looked to decrease interference/junction drag by attaching the winglet to the wing using
smooth curves. In this context, interference drag refers to the added drag that occurs when
the boundary layer over a wing is subject to sharp angles caused by junctions. Interference
drag has previously negated some of the benefits of winglets. Thus, blended winglets signaled
a notable advancement in the development of winglets. The Boeing 737-800 had their first
blended wingtip installation in 2001 and saw benefits in fuel savings as well as range increases
of 2.5% [25].
Other notable winglet redesigns were the raked wingtip, split-tips and spiroid wingtips.
Raked winglets (see in Figure 2.4(1)) were designed such that their sweep angles would
be more aggressive than the ones on the main wing. Boeing cited increased fuel efficiency
(described as millions of gallons per year per craft) along with improved takeoff and climb
performance due to these raked winglets, which were installed on the 767-400. Then, in 2014,
split-tips were introduced onto the 737 family. Shown in Figure 2.3f, they were described as
a mixture between blended, raked and traditional winglet designs and are currently in use.
Boeing described their split-tip winglets as the most advanced wingtip technology to date,
and cited the blending of the device as a key factor [18].
2.2.1 Bio-Inspired Winglets
In a broader sense, McLean took note that non-planar lifting surfaces produced lower
induced drag than a simple planar wing. He also noted the more recent interest in the
structural impact of typical winglets—coincidentally, this is one area of focus with regards
to bio-inspired designs. Biomimetic concepts have a long history in aviation. Hundreds of
years before the Wright brothers were able to secure their first flight in Kitty Hawk, Da Vinci
[26] had created sketches of ornithopters. These ornithopters were intended to be bird like
devices that would fly via wing flapping. That design, however, never materialized into a
working model. Stemming from similar approaches, modern aerodynamicists once again look
to nature for inspiration.
An example of biomimicry relevant to the current work are self actuating movable flaps,
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which mimic the active flow control of non primary feathers. These self actuating flap designs
have been inspired by swifts and black vultures. The former are able to sharply maneuver
by changing their wing sweep, while the latter change their wing span by deploying and
folding their primary feathers [27]. Bechert et al. [28] noted enhancements in lift forces by
up to 20% when they implemented these self actuating flaps near the trailing edge on wings.
Although engineers in the airplane industry have moved away from some of these design
choices to favor more realistic and optimized designs, one can still pose the question, “are
there applicable biomimicry designs yet to be implemented?”

(a) Siddiqui et al.’s Spiroid
wingtip design [29].

(b) Guerrero et al.’s Spiroid
wingtip design [30].

(c) Tung Wan’s Spiroid
wingtip design [8].

Figure 2.5 Examples of different spiroid winglet attachments.
In the context of wingtip devices, some designs that have been studied with the goal of
induced drag reduction are spiroid wingtips. Spiroid wingtips (see Figure 2.5) are wingtip
attachments that have a circular or quasi-circular path to their extrusion, often spiraling
back to the root of the attachment, hence the name. These designs were often blended back
into the main wing, with the exception of some such as Tung Wan’s Spiroid Winglet. These
wingtip attachments dated back to 1991 and took inspiration from bird feathers, with the
circular path of these meant to mimic the bend of bird feathers upon load, as shown in Figure
2.6 [31]. Murtaza et al. [32] found through a numeric study that stall performance associated
with square spiroid winglets was favorable when compared to a clean configuration wing (no
attachment) and a circular spiroid winglet. They also attributed a reduction in downstream
flow disturbance to the interference between both wingtip vortices coming off of the vertical
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walls of the wingtip attachment. Similarly, GiftonKoil and AmalSeba [33] found a 40% drag
reduction in numerical experiments with an identical wingtip design.
Spiroid wingtips were also numerically studied by Mostafa et al. [34], with the finding
that spiroid winglets disrupted the vortices downstream. They noted the shifting of the
vortex inboard and attributed an increase in pressure drag due to this. That being said, the
vortex shift was found to be weaker downstream when compared to its non-shifted no winglet
counterpart, as seen in Figure 2.7. It was also found to have a reduced interaction with the
fuselage, which reduced the net pressure drag and thus improved range and efficiency.

Figure 2.6 Avian primary feathers showing flexion which inspired the design of spiroid
winglet attachments [35].
Guerrero et al. [30] showed that slotted spiroid winglets (shown in Figure 2.5b) produced
multiple but weaker vortices that merged and eventually dissipated quicker. However,
Guerrero et al. noted that the overall pitching moment created was larger than typical winglet
configurations. Thus, the impact of implementing any bio-inspired designs would have to
consider structural and control aspects as well. Expanding on the topic of multiple vortex
interaction, Devenport et al. [36] experimentally studied the interaction of counter rotating
vortices produced by adjacent wings with gaps between them. They studied the impact of
these vortices on the wake region downstream of the flow-body interface and noticed a complex
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vortex core geometry that was larger and more turbulent than that of an axisymmetric vortex
produced by a singular wing. It was noted that the counter rotating vortices relaxed very
quickly into a singular and stable core that was considered more axisymmetric than its
singular wing counterpart.

Figure 2.7 Vortex structure of a regular wingtip vs a spiroid wingtip [34].
The vortices produced downstream of the flow-body interface were further analyzed
by Hui et al. [37]. They carried out a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) based study on
morphing winglike structures that considered different folding and shape configurations.
These morphing winglike structures were manufactured with the intent to mimic the primary
feathers of birds. They were designed to also mimic the function of folding and extending
feathers laterally during flight (Rec = 870000). It was found that the inclusion of fully
extended structures designed to resemble primary feathers had a positive impact on the
vortex dissipation downstream of the flow-body interface.
Similar to the present work, in 2018 Siddiqui et al. [29] performed an experiment that
detailed the interaction of flexibility in multi-winglets. The design was meant to mimic
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primary feathers found in birds such as the adult golden eagle. The flexibility of the feather
was mimicked by using thin aluminum plates extruding from the wingtip, as seen in Figure
2.5a. The intention of the design was for the plates to twist as the Reynolds Number in the
wind tunnel test section increased. Rigid plate wingtips were also tested in the wind tunnel
and showed a higher increase in aerodynamic efficiency (L/D) than its flexible counterpart.
Another consideration explored when attempting to mimic the role of feathers in avian
flight, was the use of slots between multiple wingtip surface. Hossain et al. [38] developed
an elliptical multi-winglet device that used slots which reduced the drag coefficient by as
much as 30% at certain conditions when compared to a wing with no wingtip attachment.
These experiments were conducted at a chord Reynolds Number of 1.66 × 105 , 2.08 × 105 ,
and 2.50 × 105 . These Reynolds numbers were found to be comparable to flight conditions
corresponding to large bird flight. For reference, commercial airliners typically fly at Reynolds
numbers at least an order of magnitude higher and usually several orders of magnitude higher.
Next, Lynch et al. [39] presented preliminary results that suggested that the slot size affected
the impact of a feathers incidence angle. They showed that devices with 0° of incidence were
particularly efficient when larger slots were used in their design. They also presented the idea
that wingtip gap effects can be decoupled from effects of planarity. Here, planarity refers to
whether the attached device was flat or had a curvature and/or dihedral. This conclusion
was significant because it was inferred that slots positively affected lift. In addition, another
takeaway was that non-planar designs had a favorable effect on induced drag reduction.
KleinHeerenbrink et al. [13] further investigated this idea by training birds to fly in
a straight path inside a wind tunnel. They conducted PIV based experiments on the
downstream effects of the bird gliding while utilizing its primary feathers. They confirmed
the existence of multiple interacting vortices and suggested this correlates to an increase
in aerodynamic efficiency because the vortex wake cores are spread. Fluck and Crawford
[21] further investigated this while numerically studying the impact of wingtip slots using a
vortex panel analysis method that accounted for viscous effects. They showed that splitting
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wingtips into several feathers increased the viscous drag and distorted the elliptical (ideal)
load distribution of the wing. For low wing loading’s (i.e. for small angles of attack), these
effects were detrimental to flight efficiency (L/D). However for scenarios other than small
angles of attack, there was an increase in efficiency. Fluck and Crawford also found that the
efficiency gained was pronounced in configurations with five feathers rather than three or
four.

Figure 2.8 Examples of various wingtip sail configurations [40]
Other wingtip devices that have drawn inspiration from nature are wingtip sails. These
designs are inspired by the fact that individual feathers are able to act as control surfaces.
These considerations were applied in a multi-winglet design with the intent of controlling
lateral and directional stability [41, 42]. While the focus of implementing wingtip sails was
also to reduce the induced drag, it was important to verify that implementing these designs
did not have any other negative effect. Many designs involved multiple smaller wings acting
as wingtips, as seen in Figure 2.8 [42–44]. However, these attachments were directly attached
to the end of a flat wing tip without blending between the bodies. Smith et al. [45] attempted
to blend their iteration of multi-winglet designs into the main wing body using clay putty.
More sophisticated approaches involved blending the body into the wingtip shape. These
were numerically tested and optimized to find a maximum drag reduction of 4.5% [46].
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Figure 2.9 Example of a wing grid device attachment [47]
The easiest method of blending multi-winglet surfaces into the main wing is by implementing tip tanks and extending multi-winglets from the rounded surface. Such examples
were seen in works by Cerón-Munoz et al. [47], where wingtip sails gave a drag reduction
when compared to other winglet designs such as wing grids, shown in Figure 2.9. Spillman
[48] investigated a wingtip sail (Figure 2.8 shows Cosin et al.’s iteration of this) attached to
a tip tank design where they experimentally analyzed the effects of these on the lift to drag
ratio. They showed a 25% improvement in flight efficiency (L/D), when compared to a wing
with only tip tanks installed (Rec = 4.5 × 105 ). Spillman also noted that three to four sails
about a quarter chord in length gave the best effect with regards to the vortices produced.
Wingtip sail designs that implemented this approach of blending the extruded shapes into
the body of the main wing, closely resemble the proposed designs in the present work.
Hui et al. [43] experimented with the number of winglets used and the size of slots between
them. They found that a three or five feather configuration yielded the highest efficiency and
that the increased slot length between feathers minimized the positive vortex suppression
effects of the wingtip device. That being said, they found that different multi-winglet positions
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Figure 2.10 Miklosovic’s model with variable multi-winglets.
affected the vorticity dsitribution, signaling this parameter’s significance (Rec = 83, 166). The
number of feathers selected for this experiment was significant because much debate exists
within the ornithology community on the exact division between primary and secondary
feathers, and their effect on flight. La Roche and Palffy [49] noted the effect of increasing
aspect ratio with the inclusion of more winglets, which they attributed to a decrease in
induced drag.
Smith et al. [45] also performed experiments on a multi-winglet attachment (similar to
designs seen in Figure 3.1a) that consisted of five feathers (Rec = 161, 000 − 300, 000). They
found that a five winglet configuration with angles ranging from 20° to -20° dihedral (10°
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increments) performed the best with an increase in 15% to the lift curve slope. Smith et al.
noted, however, that their attachment method consisted of using putty to blend the wing tip
to the attachments, each being their own flat plate with a rounded leading edge. Lee and
Wissa [44] also found 4% higher efficiency when experimentally testing multi-winglets with
various taper, dihedral and gaps. The attachment style of choice for this experiment were
basic extrusions from the wing tip.
Contrary to Hui et al. [43], Gustafson et al. [50] isolated and noted seemingly important
degrees of freedom that primary feathers had, which are claimed to affect aerodynamic flight.
Here, Gustafson et al. defined the primary feathers as the first five feathers from the birds
leading edge. Miklosovic [42] corroborated this by experimentally and numerically testing
various configurations of three slotted wingtips (seen in Figure 2.10) and noted their effect
downstream (Rec = 600, 000). They found changes in distributions of the wake velocity,
circulation and downwash angle, while considering highly non-planar wingtip configurations.
This eventually led to an overall drag reduction when compared to a wing with no attachment.
Coiro et al. [51] experimented on multi-winglet attachments by optimizing the measured
endurance parameter, defined as

1.5
CL
/C

D

, of a multi-winglet attachment and comparing it

to a traditional winglet and a short wing’s endurance parameter. Multiple attachments
were considered including regular winglets, irregular wingtip devices and multi-winglets
attachments. These multi-winglet attachments included dihedral angles ranging from -23.9°
to 13.7°. Their findings suggested that the traditional winglet design performed best. The
attachment technique used mimicked the one by Smith et al., as they used putty to blend the
shape of the wingtip into the individual winglets. Coiro et al. also noted significant increase
in performance due to this blending.

2.3 Present contribution
Upon looking at the prior literature, certain gaps in the experimental approaches to
studying these bio-mimicked designs become evident. For example, while wingtip sails typically
were designed with integration onto tip tanks in mind, other multi-winglet attachments were
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not. That being said, the main intended use of wingtip sails in their application was as a
movable control surface, not as a standard wingtip attachment. It can therefore be reasoned,
that while wingtip sails considered drag in their designs, their designs were not optimized to
reduce induced drag. In contrast, the present works seeks to focus on the induced drag and
its effect on the aerodynamic efficiency.
Another point of consideration was the lack of experimental data regarding the use of
multi-winglet attachments. While numerical methods are popular and have been quite useful,
they are often low-fidelity. This was particularly true for models that did not account for
viscous and vortex effects [52, 53]. One of the main reasons for the lack of experimentation
on these multi-winglet designs was the lack of readily available methods for producing
experimental designs with quick turnaround times. This was also likely why there were not
many experimental designs that involved proper blending of the individual winglets into the
main wing body. Many preferred to opt for the intermediary wingtip tank scenario, a spiroid
winglet design, or simply reverted to attaching their designs to the bare end of the wing tip
with no blending.
Thus, the proposed work in this thesis involved developing a methodology that allows
for quick turnaround times while wind tunnel testing of novel winglet models. It is also
proposed to test a multi-winglet attachment design that properly blends into the main wing
body without the unnecessary addition of interference drag. Undoubtedly, an important goal
of the design is to be able to manipulate the produced vortices to reduce the drag and, by
effect, improve the aerodynamic efficiency.
In summary, a survey of the past work shows that there have been multiple types of
designs adapting avian biomimicry in the wingtip design, with varying degrees of fidelity when
compared with avian morphology. Some previous designs of note are the implementation of
slots in wingtip sails, multiple spiroid wingtip designs, and variable multi-wingtips. The latter
serves as the starting point for the devices proposed in this thesis. These past studies were used
to establish key parameters of featherlets or multi-winglets. In addition, the aforementioned
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experiments involved differing levels of blending between the multi-winglet attachments and
the main wing. Thus, the present work looks to focus on careful blending between the two
bodies of interest. Further, many papers regarding wingtip devices noted some improvement
in performance, although at times the metric for comparison was questionable due to the
applied experimental methods, and basis for comparison used. For example, some numerical
methods omitted the consideration of viscous effects. On the other hand, some experimental
methods used a wing with no attachment as the nominal case for comparison to their wingtip
devices. As a contrast the present work seeks to compare the performance of these bio-inspired
designs not only with the wing with no attachment but also with a traditional or conventional
winglet as seen in commercial aviation, hereon referred to as the basic winglet.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
The present chapter overviews the experimental approach of this thesis. Detailed first is
the rationale for the design choices made while designing bio-mimicked wing tip attachments
or featherlets. This is followed by a description of the manufacturing technique that was
developed for quick turn around wind tunnel testing in the context of the complex aerodynamic
shapes under consideration. Finally, the testing approach for a force balance and surface oil
flow visualization experimental campaign is presented.

3.1 Computer Aided Design of Featherlets

(a) Model with no blending (b) Model with some blending

(c) Model with full blend

Figure 3.1 Compilation of model blending options considered.
One of the main considerations when designing the models presented in this thesis was
the overall reduction of drag. As of yet, nearly all designs considered in the context of
multi-planform winglets or featherlets have been attached onto the main wing with minimal
effort being made towards reducing interference drag. As examples, in Figures 3.1a and 2.10,
one can clearly see how the main wing body abruptly ends and the various winglets begin.
Even in designs such as wingtip sails (as seen in Figure 2.8), which attach the winglets to a
tip tank, the abrupt change in shape will likely have an adverse effect on the performance
of the attachment because of unnecessary interference drag. One design choice meant to
combat this was the blending of the wingtips into the wing body. This is carried out by
blending segments of the wing tip to the single “feather” design. Shown in Figure 3.1 is the
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evolution in thought of blending as considered in the present work. Initially, no blending was
implemented (see Figure 3.1a) while initial research was being conducted. Upon noticing a
lack in blending in previous experimental models, an initial attempt at blending yielded a
wingtip tank-like structure (see Figure 3.1b). Finally, the present work established a focus on
the intention of blending featherlets onto the main wing body with the focus on achieving
as much tangency as possible between the individual feathers of the experimental wingtip
attachment and the main wing body (see Figure 3.1c).
Considering the overall design of the winglet, based on the background presented in
Chapter 2, a set of parameters were chosen. These are the slot length, dihedral angle and
length of the feather in the multi-winglet attachments. Three “featherlet” designs were chosen.
These models were two newly designed ones and one that was meant to mimic the spiral
wingtips used by Siddiqui et al. (hereon referred to as the literature featherlet). These three
models were compared to two other baseline cases, a case with no winglet attachment and a
basic winglet case akin to industry standard winglet attachments. The proposed baseline
cases acted as a floor (no attachment case), and a ceiling (basic winglet) for which to compare
the performance of the proposed featherlets. Shown in Figure 3.2 is a compilation of all the
models. Also shown in Table 3.1 is a summary of the model designs along with the rationale
for their choice.
Winglet Attachment Design

Reason for testing

No attachment
Basic winglet
ERAU featherlet #1
ERAU featherlet #2
Literature featherlet

Baseline case
Baseline industry case
Bio-mimicked design
Increased aspect ratio with similar bio-mimicked design
Design used in the literature as validation model

Table 3.1 List of models and their expected significance.

3.1.1 Literature Featherlet
The literature featherlet used was designed based on Siddiqui et al.’s work, as mentioned
previously. Their designs comprised of flat plate attachments at the end of a main wing body
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(a) Basic winglet model

(b) Literature featherlet model

(c) ERAU featherlet #1 model

(d) ERAU featherlet #2 model

Figure 3.2 Compilation of models manufactured and tested in Micaplex Low-Speed Wind
Tunnel
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and of spiralled plates attached to the end of the flat plates to create an extended wingtip
design. Their effective dihedral as well as the lengths of the total attachments were used
and designed into individual feathers that extended from the main wing body. They were
subsequently blended and smoothed to the base cross section. Figure 3.3 portrays a singular
attachment from Siddiqui et al.’s work and how it was converted into a length and effective
dihedral angle.

Figure 3.3 Calculation needed to consolidate spiral wingtip application into a blended body
wingtip attachment

3.1.2 ERAU Featherlets
The two ERAU featherlet models took inspiration from nature, with the ERAU featherlet
#1 model being inspired by the American Kestrel wing dimensions taken from pictures of
wing carcasses. The dihedral angles used for this ERAU featherlet #1 model were measured
from pictures of various birds in flight. Due to the difficulty in securing head on pictures of
soaring birds in flight, sometimes a visual estimate was used to measure the dihedrals. Figure
2.6 shows some pictures used of birds in flight that contributed to the final dihedral estimates.
The ERAU featherlet #2 model followed a similar process while estimating the dihedral
angles. However, the lengths of the feathers were determined by proportionally extending
the lengths of the first ERAU featherlet #1 model to match the projected area of the basic
winglet attachment. Table 3.1 summarizes the description of each winglet attachment used,
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Figure 3.4 Zoomed-in view of the extrusion path used upon applying characteristic
dimensions
while Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 compile the important design parameters that were used when
manufacturing the winglets.
The process of incorporating the targeted design dimensions into a blended model involved
meticulous use of CATIA-V5 tangency functions with surfaces. When generating CAD models
of the featherlet designs, a path for extrusion was laid out given the dihedral angles and sweep.
An example of this path can be seen in Figure 3.4. Subsequently, the cross sectional area of
the feather was tapered and translated along the length, at which point the general shape of
the feather was generated. Upon laying out the general feather shapes of the attachment, a
fairing (depicted in Figure 3.5) was generated by constructing surfaces between the feathers
and the base. This fairing design portion was integral to the overall blended design of the
model as it was expected to have the most effect on the interference drag associated with the
winglet.
It would be amiss to omit that by enforcing tangency conditions on many of the surfaces,
modifications to the models had to be made to avoid geometric impossibilities. Thus, the
intended paths initially laid out that were sometimes deemed geometric impossibilities by the
CAD software were replaced by similar paths, as resolved by the program. In a similar vein,
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Figure 3.5 Zoomed-in view of blending process used to ensure minimal interference drag.
Blending tools focused on surface tangency were used in CATIA-V5
Winglet Attachment

Added Projected Area

Basic winglet
ERAU featherlet #1
ERAU featherlet #2
Literature featherlet

47
38
47
47

in2
in2
in2
in2

Table 3.2 List of models and the added projected area
at times these geometric impossibilities did not allow for sweep angles in the final model, this
affected the final effective slot lengths between the feathers, which were a result of the design
parameters (summarized in Tables 3.3 and 3.4) and thus not a directly controllable input.
Thus, the final models were not exact productions of the designed parameters, but the closest
allowable versions, given the geometric constraints.
Winglet Attachment
Basic winglet
ERAU featherlet #1
ERAU featherlet #2
Literature featherlet

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

11
5.2 5.4 5.4 5.3 4.2
6.5
7 6.5 5.8
5
5.86 6.5 6.5 6.11 4.6

TR1 TR2 TR3 TR4 TR5
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.2
0.2
0.2

0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.2
0.2
0.2

0.2
0.2
0.2

Table 3.3 List of models and the choice of length and taper ratio parameters for each feather.
L and TR correspond to feather length and taper ratio, respectively. Leading edge feathers
are marked 1 and the number increases as one moves aft with 5 corresponding to the trailing
edge of the winglet attachment.
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Winglet Attachment

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

Basic winglet
ERAU featherlet #1
ERAU featherlet #2
Literature featherlet

70
62
59 54
44
26
85
70 50
32
18
14.7 9.2 9.2 12.7 13.1

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
5
0
5

5
0
5

0
5
0
5

5
0
5

5
0
5

Table 3.4 List of models and the choice of dihedral and sweep angle parameters for each
feather. D and S correspond to effective dihedral and sweep angles, respectively. Leading
edge feathers are marked 1 and the number increases as one moves aft with 5 corresponding
to the trailing edge of the winglet attachment.

3.2 Manufacturing Considerations
With the design choices considered previously, the next step was to begin manufacturing
the models. Traditionally, experimental models were manufactured by the use of subtractive
manufacturing methods. These typically involved carving out the shape using manual
techniques or more recently, Computer Navigation Control (CNC) machines. Common
materials used were wood, metal or other high strength, ductile materials. When considering
complex experimental shapes in particular, manual manufacturing techniques initially seemed
counter intuitive when looking at the accuracy of multi-axis Computer Navigation Control
(CNC) machines. That being said, the cost and time associated with outsourcing a CNC’ed
part (particularly one as complex as the proposed models) restrict the ability to quickly
improve or redesign a part. Thus, a different approach was developed via using additive
manufacturing techniques.
Arguably the most popular additive manufacturing technique available currently is 3D
printing. Additive manufacturing techniques such as 3D printing involve heating up a filament
(in the case of 3D printing, a low melting point plastic for consumer use) and feeding it
through a nozzle to create a shape determined via computer generated geometry in CAD. The
main benefits to using 3D printing for any type of manufacturing are the quick turn around
times as well as the accessibility to shapes that would otherwise not be easily manufactured.
That being said, commonly used filaments are not suitable for many applications other than
rapid prototyping. Specialized filaments used in particular industry’s do exist but they are
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not yet cost effective.
One of the benefits of CNC’ing a part is the strength of the materials used. These models
are typically made out of metal. Unfortunately, most additive manufacturing methods rely
on malleable materials or materials with relatively low melting points and low yield strengths.
One factor to consider is the infill strength differences in PLA 3D printed material. Infill
is the percent density of the matrix core which can be printed in various differing patterns.
One of the advantages of using infill is the reduction of weight and material used, thus
translating to production time and cost benefits. While, a 100% infilled structure might
seem beneficial, the benefits remain negligible considering the maximum yield strength of the
material compared to expected loads accounting for factors of safety. For the application of
experimental wind tunnel testing, this number was not high enough (determined through
calculating the expected stresses and comparing them to the material properties), allowing
the use of a relatively quick 10% infill print (which corresponds to about 50% of maximum
yield strength for a fully infilled structure) should the structure be strengthened through
other methods as described earlier.
Composite reinforcement is a technique used to increase the strength and durability of
manufactured parts. By encasing a mold or core in composite weave and curing it with epoxy
the resultant strength can be increased by as much as sixteen fold while still maintaining the
intended geometry [54, 55]. Doing so will allow for a strong structure that adhered closely
to the proposed experimental design. Not only will this allow for a model strong enough to
withstand relatively large loads, but given the quick process of performing a layup, it also
allows for a quick turnaround time in the production phase of a models life cycle. This is the
approach followed in this work and the specific details are described below.

3.3 Manufacturing Process
An overview of the manufacturing process is first given followed by detailed description of
each step. The first step was to generate a CAD geometry and splice it appropriately for
3D printing. Upon 3D printing the part, the piece was sanded in preparation for composite
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reinforcement via vacuum bagging. The vacuum bagging method allowed for close conformity
to the experimental design shape and was used for reinforcement using carbon fiber weaves
bonded with epoxy. The subsequent product was finished via additional reinforcements and
the use of body filler, followed by sanding. Finally, the product was wet sanded down to a
smooth finish, painted and abrased appropriately. For experimental wind tunnel testing as
conducted in the present work, this corresponded to using 600 grit — standard aerodynamic
roughness.

Figure 3.6 Flow chart depicting the general steps involved in performing a composite
reinforcement
To prepare a model for 3D printing it is first designed using a CAD software. The software
of choice in this present work being CATIA-V5 given its ability to easily manipulate surface
geometry. To properly design models in CATIA-V5 that fit flush with the intended wing
model, an affinity was performed on the finished product. In this case, the models were scaled
down to account for 0.15 inches in added thickness from the four ply composite layup weaves
described below.
It was also important to design an attachment that did not unnecessarily contribute
to drag production. As highlighted in the literature review, an area of improvement being
addressed in the present work was the use of blended bodies to minimize the interference drag
associated with adding non-manifold bodies to the end of the structure. The CAD program
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of choice, CATIA-V5, allowed for the use of tangency within different surface bodies, which
made blending multiple non-manifold structures into a single wing body possible.
Once a design was deemed appropriately blended and was sized to fit flush after layup, it
was spliced using Prusa3D and subsequently printed as a single piece via a Modix Big-60 3D
printer. The printer has a working area of 2x2x4 ft., which allowed for ample production
space. Upon being printed, a model was then prepped for composite reinforcement by light
dry sanding.
The composite reinforcement technique chosen for the present work was vacuum bagging.
Vacuum bagging uses a wet layup technique. The mold or structure is bagged with a porous
peel ply, breather, and bagging material while a valve is placed through the bag using a pump
to extract all the air. The bagging material used was high grade nylon 6 film, the breather
was 7 oz. non-woven polyester, and the peel ply was medium weight coated porous Teflon.
Porous peel ply’s primary function is to provide a mesh for the excess epoxy to bleed through
while the vacuum was on. In addition, the porous peel ply also minimizes the contact surface
area between the excess epoxy and the epoxy on the surface of the layup product. This
allows for an easy clean “peel” removal of the ply from the composite once it was finished.
Due to the use of the 3D printed part as a core, rather than a mold, the use of vacuum
bagging was slightly changed from the conventional approach. It was determined that the
conformity to complex shapes was better achieved when multiple layups were carried out
in succession. This was repeated for different sides of the model, rather than attempting to
layup a single weave in one attempt. This approach avoided folds, gaps and imperfections in
the application of epoxy and carbon fiber weave. Figure 3.7 shows the difference between
models manufactured by these approaches.
Upon completing the layup of the model, excess composite was trimmed and initial
finishing was performed by dry sanding with a manual sanding block, a hand rotary tool or a
belt sander. From this point forward, a sample piece of material with which the model would
have to lay flush with, was used as reference for further sanding and composite healing via
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(a) Undesirable creases formed by
attempting to complete a vacuum
layup of the entire structure.

(b) Improved model quality
following multiple sectioned
layups.

Figure 3.7 Difference in manufacturing quality of models manufactured by the approaches
additional layups. As a final finishing step, car body filler was used to fill nicks, crevices,
and small holes in the product model. This final step then involved alternating between dry
sanding, wet sanding and applying car body filler to attain a smooth surface with minimal
imperfections. This was done to produce a model that sat flush with the main wing body.
The final product was also primed and painted before being finally sanded down with 600
grit, adhering to standard aerodynamic roughness for wind tunnel testing. Figure 3.6 shows
a graphical flow chart of the overall manufacturing process described in this section, while
Appendix B provides a detailed graphical step-by-step procedure on performing a vacuum bag
layup with a 3D printed core. It is important to note that there was no formal comparison
done between the CAD models and the produced models after manual manufacturing.

3.4 Wind Tunnel Testing
A series of experiments were performed in the Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
(ERAU) John Mica Engineering and Aerospace Innovation Complex (MicaPlex) Low Speed
Wind Tunnel. The wind tunnel, shown in Figure 3.8, comprised of a 4x6x12 ft. test section
that was fed by a closed-return loop. This loop was temperature controlled loop with noise
mufflers and included a test section with optical grade rated glass windows. This tunnel had
rated turbulence intensities under 0.1% at the test section at a flow speed of 150 ft s-1 . Force
balance measurements of all six degrees of freedom were recorded using the custom built
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Figure 3.8 Micaplex low-speed subsonic wind tunnel [56].
AeroLab data collection software. Of particular interest to this work is the lift force of the
wing, the drag force of the wing, and the pitching moment.
The ERAU Micaplex Wind Tunnel often utilizes a rectangular, NACA0012, 12 inch chord
by 39.382 inch span, solid aluminum wing as a calibration model. This rectangular wing was
modified to be used as a base wing onto which various wingtip devices can be attached. The
attachment models sat flush with the tip of the base wing.
Force and moment measurements were carried out over a range of angles of attacks along
with a range of Reynolds Numbers by changing the flow velocities. Cruise conditions of
airline flight (the target flow regime for reducing drag/increasing aerodynamic, and therefore
fuel, efficiency) were proposed to be targeted to match dynamic similarity. However, cruise
conditions for airliners correspond to a Reynolds number of about 50-60×106 (estimated for a
Boeing 777 with mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) of 276.4 in. at 35,000 ft elevation cruising
at 518 knots). For a 1 meter wing to be dynamically similar at sea level, the velocity would
have to be 726.96 m/s, which was well outside the design speed of the wind tunnel, apart
from the difference in the Mach number.
A compromise in the absence of exact dynamic similarity exists. It is well recorded
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that CD is a weak function of Reynolds number. Once the Reynolds number increases to
a sufficiently high value (Rec > 106 ) such that the boundary layer over most of the wing
is turbulent, the variation in CD is small [57]. Thus, measurements were carried out over
a range of feasible Reynolds numbers, albeit lower than the flight Reynolds number. Table
3.6, shows the model’s Reynolds number’s along with the corresponding velocities chosen
for testing. The angles of attack covered were −4° to 25° in increments of 1° back and forth
(starting at -4 and ending at -4). This covered an encompassing sweep of angles accounting
for expected hysteresis. In the current work, hysteresis is defined as the dependence of a
recorded result to its history. This is expanded on in Chapter 4.
Winglet Attachment Case

Test

No attachment
Basic winglet
Literature featherlet
ERAU featherlet #1
ERAU featherlet #2
ERAU featherlet #2
ERAU featherlet #1
Literature featherlet
Basic winglet

Force balance test (-4° to 25° @ 75, 150 and 200 ft s-1 )
Force balance test (-4° to 25° @ 75, 150 and 200 ft s-1 )
Force balance test (-4° to 25° @ 75, 150 and 200 ft s-1 )
Force balance test (-4° to 25° @ 75, 150 and 200 ft s-1 )
Force balance test (-4° to 25° @ 75, 150 and 200 ft s-1 )
Oil and smoke flow visualisation test (5° @ 150 ft s-1 )
Oil and smoke flow visualisation test (5° @ 150 ft s-1 )
Oil and smoke flow visualisation test (5° @ 150 ft s-1 )
Oil and smoke flow visualisation test (5° @ 150 ft s-1 )

Table 3.5 A tabulation summarizing the experiments performed across two testing campaigns
with the intent of collecting quantitative and qualitative data
A series of force balance experiments were performed as follows. The existing rectangular
calibration wing was installed into the ERAU Micaplex Wind Tunnel. The first attachment
was attached onto the wing via screws and a tare to account for gravity was measured.
The wind tunnel was then set to the first speed/Reynolds number. Aerodynamic force and
moment measurements were collected starting with the most negative angle. 5000 data points
were averaged over a sample period of five seconds yielding the data presented in the plots
presented in this chapter. Sweep angles were increased in increments of 1° collecting data at
each point until the most positive angle was reached. A return sweep was then performed,
collecting data again to capture hysteresis effects. The model was moved to a minimum drag
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Reynolds number Velocity (ft s-1 )
≈ 450, 000
≈ 900, 000
≈ 1, 200, 000

75
150
200

Table 3.6 Testing velocities and their respective Reynolds numbers
state and the wind tunnel speed was increased to the next specified speed. The previous
steps were repeated for all models until the campaign was completed.
Surface flow visualization tests were subsequently performed as a means of obtaining
qualitative information on surface flow patterns from the airflow once the initial force balance
tests were performed. The surface flow visualization campaign was carried out using Aeroshell
oil at an angle of attack of 5° and 150 ft s-1 .
The surface flow visualization campaign was performed as follows. The model was painted
with Aeroshell as appropriate and set to a low angle of attack. Then, the wind tunnel was
turned on and set to the first wind speed/Reynolds number. The model was then moved
to the specified angle and the wind tunnel speed was increased to the desired speed. Each
experiment was run until steady state streaks and patterns formed along the model. Pictures
were then subsequently taken to record the surface streamlines. The attachment then was
removed and replaced with a subsequent model. In addition to changing the model, the
surrounding area was quickly cleaned. The same procedure was followed for all the attachment
models until all the tests were completed.
In summary, experimental wingtip devices were designed drawing inspiration from observing birds in flight, bird wing carcasses and prior literature regarding bio-inspired wingtip
devices. In addition, considerations with regards to fabrication of said complex experimental
designs were discussed. A manufacturing methodology was described, laying out the steps
to manufacture an additively manufactured, composite reinforced structure that could withstand the cyclic loading of wind tunnel experimentation. Following this, the experimental
methodology was laid out, comprising of force balance testing campaigns at three separate
Reynolds numbers and an oil surface flow visualization campaign. The results of the testing
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campaigns are discussed in Chapter 4.
There were eleven total tests which are tabulated in Table 3.5. Two testing campaigns
were performed, namely a force and moment measurement campaign and a surface flow
visualisation experiment. The models tested comprised of a no attachment case, a basic
winglet attachment, a featherlet model designed based on prior literature, and two ERAU
featherlet models. The purpose of the three different featherlet models was to test the
effectiveness of the multi-winglet device design compared to a basic winglet, with the one
featherlet matching the projected surface area of the basic winglet, a metric deemed significant
by Whitcomb in 1976 [20].
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4 RESULTS
This chapter presents the results derived from the measurements carried out in the
ERAU MicaPlex low speed wind tunnel. First, the observations from the oil surface flow
visualizations are presented. These measurements provide a qualitative measure of the effects
of the featherlets. Subsequently, the results drawn from the force balance measurements are
presented. These focus on the measurements of the lift, drag and the pitching moment. The
lift and drag forces were of particular interest as their ratio gives the aerodynamic efficiency
which allows for a quantitative comparison between the test cases. An aspect to note is
that the featherlets and the conventional winglet were of different volume (or weight) and
hence the efficiency perhaps should be interpreted in terms of the total added weight. An
attempt is then made to carry out a preliminary assessment in this regard. The overall hope
of the author is to present a compelling argument for exploring experimental wingtip designs
that take inspiration from nature. As a note, superfluous data to that presented is added to
Appendix A.
The force balance measurements were carried out for all five test cases introduced in
Chapter 3. These included the base calibration wing with no attachment and four separate
wingtip devices attached to the tip of the wing. The first model was the basic winglet
attachment, which was primarily used as a metric for comparison to current wingtip designs.
Next was the literature featherlet attachment, which is meant to mimic the experimental
models studied in previous works relevant to this work. The ERAU featherlet #1 was
presented subsequently as an original design that was meant to mimic the morphology of
bird feathers during soaring flight. Finally, the ERAU featherlet #2 was chosen as a similar
design to the ERAU featherlet #1 but with a projected area equal to that of the basic winglet
attachment.
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4.1 Surface Flow Visualization
The oil surface flow visualization campaign focused on four cases with the attachment
i.e., no flow visualization was performed on the base wing alone (with no attachment) as
substantial flow visualization on this wing was carried out by a previous student group [58].
As specified in Chapter 3, Aeroshell oil was painted onto the wing and the various wingtip
devices. The wind tunnel was then turned on and several minutes passed before steady state
surface streamlines were realized. Figures 4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, and 4.1d show these steady state
surface oil streamlines on the wing for the four different cases with attachments. As a note,
pockets of concentrated oil indicates regions of low shear stress which are regions where the
flow is separated. The streamlines of oil coincide with the streamlines of the time averaged
wall shear stress and thus serve as a proxy for the flow very closer to the wing and featherlet
surface.
In Figure 4.1a, the steady state streamlines over the wing plus basic winglet attachent are
shown. There is a concentration of oil just past the leading edge of the attachment indicating
a separation (possibly laminar) at the leading edge. Downstream of this region near the
leading edge, the surface streamlines develop with no separation. The point of interest to
note is the relative slope the surface streamlines make with the chord of the wing (or the
direction of the free-stream velocity) over the main wing. Streamlines that exhibit a zero
slope indicate that the flow over that spanwise location is two-dimensional. Note, the induced
drag is given by
CD,i =

CL2
.
πeAR

Hence, when the aspect ratio AR → ∞, CD,i → 0. An infinite aspect ratio wing will have
two-dimensional flow over any spanwise location on the wing. Thus, having surface streamlines
that are closer to two dimensional flow points to a more effective winglet attachment from an
induced drag standpoint.
Figures 4.1b, 4.1c and 4.1d show the steady state surface streamlines for the wing plus
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literature featherlet attachment, the ERAU featherlet #1 attachment and the ERAU featherlet
#2 attachment, respectively. In each of these cases there appears to be a separation at the
leading edge of most feathers that form the featherlet. However, the two aft-most feathers of
the literature featherlet and the ERAU featherlet #1 attachments show little to no pile up of
oil, indicating a possible lack of separation.
The focus is turned towards the surface streamlines over the main wing. As expected none
of the surface streamlines were two-dimensional. However, it is clear that the conventional
winglet had the surface streamlines that were closest to those expected if the flow were
two-dimensional. Apart from the wing with no attachment, the ERAU featherlet #2 showed
the least two-dimensional flow over the main wing. This indicates that the ERAU featherlet
#2 may be the worst performing of the attachments in the context of induced drag.

(a) Basic winglet

(b) Literature featherlet

(c) ERAU featherlet #1

(d) ERAU featherlet #2

Figure 4.1 Typical images from the surface oil flow visualization campaign.
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4.2 Force and Moments
This section focuses on the force balance measurements. The results are presented in
non-dimensional form by considering plots of CL vs. α, CL vs. CD (drag polar), and CM,c/4
vs. α. All the coefficients were nondimensionalized with respect to the projected area. The
aerodynamic efficiency L/D is then considered followed by the change in drag dude to each
attachment and finally by the endurance parameter CL1.5 /CD . In all plots presented in this
chapter the data collected is depicted using the following coloring scheme as shown in Table
4.1.
Table 4.1 Color scheme used to represent the various cases
Model Case
No attachment
Basic winglet
Literature featherlet
ERAU featherlet #1
ERAU featherlet #2

Color
• Blue
• Orange
• Yellow
• Purple
• Green

A note is made on hysteresis during data acquisition. Hysteresis in general is defined as
the dependence of a system on its history. In the context of wind tunnel experimentation,
this appears as a difference in the forces and moments when either a forward or back sweep
in angle of attack is considered. Practically, the hysteresis appears as change in the angle
of attack at which stall occurs depending on the direction in which the angle of attack is
swept. This is visually shown in Figure 4.2, where the variation of the lift coefficient with
the angle of attack of the basic wing with no attachment (at Rec ≈ 1, 200, 000) is depicted.
The data was collected in two sweeps, a forward and backward sweep, with respect to the
angle of attack. A zoomed-in view of the region in which stall occurs is shown. The solid line
corresponds to that of the forward sweep, and the dotted line to that of the return sweep. It
is visually obvious that there is a discrepancy between the direction of sweep. The model
stalls at a higher angle of attack during a forward sweep than the return sweep. This was
consistent for all cases considered. The primary focus of this work is in the pre-stall behavior.
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Hence, due to the consistency of the hysteresis behavior over all models considered and in the
interest of clarity only the forward sweep results are presented from here on. It is, however,
emphasized that all stall angles were lower when the data was collected during a reverse
sweep.

Figure 4.2 Variation CL vs. α of the base wing while carrying out a forward and return
sweep in angle of attack (Rec ≈ 1, 200, 000).

4.2.1 Lift Coefficient
The variation of the lift coefficient CL with angle of attack α is considered. Figures 4.3,
4.4, and 4.5 show this variation for Reynolds numbers of Rec ≈450,000, Rec ≈900,000 and
Rec ≈1,200,000, respectively. As expected the lift of all wings plus attachments increase
linearly over a region. Beyond this linear region there was a small region where there was a
small change in slope or a region of non-linear increase followed by stall. All the wing plus
wingtip attachment combinations stalled around 12° to 15° with no clear trend emerging
across Reynolds numbers or model type. The lift curve slope dCL /dα or CL,α was calculated
for the linear portion of the CL vs. α curve and is tabulated in Table 4.2. It is clear that the
ERAU featherlet #2 has a curve with a larger slope than all other cases. The least slope was
of the base wing with no attachment. Following the ERAU featherlet #2, the largest slope
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was that of the basic winglet case, the ERAU featherlet #1 case, the literature featherlet case
and finally the no attachment case. Thus, all the cases of the wing plus wing tip devices had
a higher lift curve slope than the basic wing. This is expected as the wing with no attachment
has the lowest aspect ratio as the addition of the wingtip devices increases the aspect ratio.
This behavior was consistent across all Reynolds numbers considered. As the Reynolds
number increased the slope of all the curves decreased. A point to note is that the models
with the largest projected surface area produce the largest coefficients of lift at a fixed angle
of attack, even though the individual surface areas were used for non-dimensionalization.
The zero lift angle of attack or the angle of attack when the lift is zero αCL =0 for all models
and Reynolds numbers were calculated and tabulated in Table 4.3. As the main wing section
had a NACA 0012 airfoil section it is expected that αCL =0 = 0 for al1 models considered.
For all cases except the basic winglet case αCL =0 is essentially zero when considering the
measurement error. This is assuming a 5% uniform error in the data collected which is a very
conservative estimate. A notable exception is in the case of the basic winglet attachment
where the αCL =0 is consistently an order of magnitude larger than all the other cases. This
results in a small positive αCL =0 for the case of the basic winglet. This is also consistent
across all Reynolds numbers considered. Hence, it appears the basic winglet marginally alters
the camber of the wing by reducing it.
Rec ≈
No attachment
Basic winglet
Literature featherlet
ERAU featherlet #1
ERAU featherlet #2

450,000 900,000 1,200,000
3.908
3.719
3.740
4.626
4.370
4.378
4.456
4.282
4.312
4.351
4.201
4.232
5.140
4.956
4.988

Table 4.2 Lift curve slope CL,α for the linear portion of the CL vs. α curve.
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Rec =
No attachment
Basic winglet
Literature featherlet
ERAU featherlet #1
ERAU featherlet #2

450,000 900,000 1,200,000
0.005
0.003
- 0.003
0.015
0.012
0.012
0.001
0.002
0.002
- 0.003 - 0.004
- 0.004
0.005
0.007
0.006

Table 4.3 Zero lift angle of attack αCL =0

Figure 4.3 Variation of the coefficient of lift vs. the angle of attack at Rec ≈ 450, 000
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Figure 4.4 Variation of the coefficient of lift vs. the angle of attack at Rec ≈ 900, 000

Figure 4.5 Variation of the coefficient of lift vs. the angle of attack at Rec ≈ 1, 200, 000
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4.2.2 Drag Polar
The focus is now turned towards the variation of the coefficient of drag verses the coefficient
of lift i.e., CD vs. CL or the drag polar. Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show the drag polars for
Rec ≈ 450,000, Rec ≈ 900,000 and Rec ≈ 1,200,000, respectively. The drag polar show
the entire contribution of the drag and care has to be taken to distinguish between the
contributions of the various components of drag i.e., induced, pressure and viscous drag. It is
reasonable to assume that once an airfoil is stalled the primary contributor to the overall drag
is the pressure drag. At modest angles of attack it is then appropriate to assume that the
viscous drag is responsible for a significant portion of the total drag with some contribution
from the induced drag. Furthermore, the pressure drag is important to a lesser extent. In
the current set of experiments, it is noted that the wingtip devices were attached to the
same base wing. Thus, one assumption that could be made is that the overall changes to
the drag (between models) before stall are primarily due to the changes in induced drag
due to the different wingtip devices attached. If this were the case, then any changes in
the recorded drag between models could predominantly be attributed to the reduction or
increase of induced drag due to the wingtip devices. This of course assumes that all the wing
tip devices have a similar viscous and pressure drag contribution. Stated another way, it
can be assumed that any changes in drag polar profiles, before stall, are directly caused by
the wingtip devices and its effect on induced drag. It is however emphasized that this is a
simplification where the it is assumed that the pre-stall skin friction and two-dimensional
pressure drag remain more or less constant between all cases considered.
Considering the drag polars of Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 it is clear that the pre-stall
differences between all the models considered are modest. Any differences in this pre-stall
regime are hard to visualize. This is true for all three Reynolds numbers considered. However,
it is clear that the ERAU featherlet #2 generates values of CL greater than all other cases
before stall. This is true for all Reynolds numbers considered. On the contrary, for all
Reynolds numbers considered, the base wing with no attachment generated the least CL
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before stall or in other words the base wing stalls while producing the lowest CL . The ERAU
featherlet #2 while producing large amounts of lift before stall does do so at a higher drag
penalty. These observations are again consistent across all Reynolds numbers considered. It
must also be noted that any observations made post-stall are done so using data acquired
from only a five second time average. Due to the unsteady nature of the flow post stall, a
time average over a much larger time period is required.

Figure 4.6 Comparison of the drag polars at Rec ≈ 450, 000

As this work focuses on the pre-stall behavior the attention is turned towards the behavior
at low angles of attack or low CL . Further, using the argument that since the base wing
is identical for all wings and has a much larger surface area than the attachments it is
a reasonable assumption that the two-dimensional drag is nearly identical for all cases
considered. This is reasonable at the pre-stall low angles of attack. Furthermore, the drag
at CL = 0 is very close for all models considered. Following this argument then if the CD
of the base wing with no attachment were subtracted from the CD of the models with the
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of the drag polars at Rec ≈ 900, 000

Figure 4.8 Comparison of the drag polars at Rec ≈ 1, 200, 000
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attachments, it would reflect primarily the changes in induced drag due to the attachments.
This difference in coefficient of drag ∆CD is shown in Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 for Rec ≈
450,000, Rec ≈ 900,000 and Rec ≈ 1,200,000, respectively. These changes in drag ∆CD are
only shown for the flow conditions prior to stall as determined by the CL vs. α plots. The
changes in drag ∆CD , were calculated by curve fitting the pre-stall portion of the drag polar
at each Reynolds number and subsequently subtracting the respective drag of the base wing
with no attachment case at identical CL .
At the lowest Reynolds number (Rec ≈ 450,000), when CL = 0, ERAU featherlet #2
had about ∆CD ≈ 0.005 higher than the no attachment case. At both the higher Reynolds
numbers this ∆CD reduces to nearly zero when CL = 0. All other models had a CD very
close to that of the no attachment case at all Reynolds numbers considered. At higher CL
all cases with attachments show a negative ∆CD when compared with the no attachment
case. This observation is consistent across all Reynolds numbers considered. This indicates a
decrease in drag and by the argument presented previously it is inferred that this is primarily
due to the changes in the induced drag. It is, however, clear that at all Reynolds numbers
the basic winglet peforms the best in terms of the total decrease in drag counts. This again is
consistent across all Reynolds numbers though the ∆CD of the ERAU featherlet #2 appears
to be very close to that of the conventional winglet at the intermediate Reynolds number
(Rec ≈ 900, 000) at high CL . It is noted that the volume of material in the conventional
winglet is up to 8% higher than the featherlets. Hence, while the conventional winglet appears
to perform the best purely in terms of the decrease in drag it is a heavier wingtip device.
This aspect is addressed in a subsequent section.
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Figure 4.9 Change in drag with respect to no attachment case at Rec ≈ 450, 000)

Figure 4.10 Change in drag with respect to no attachment case at Rec ≈ 900, 000
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Figure 4.11 Change in drag with respect to no attachment case at Rec ≈ 1, 200, 000)
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4.2.3 Aerodynamic Efficiency
As stated in the introduction the ratio L/D is a measure of the aerodynamic efficiency of
a wing. Specifically an increase in L/D directly results in lower fuel consumption at cruise all
other factors being equal. Figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 show the aerodynamic efficiency L/D
plotted against the angle of attack α for Rec ≈ 450,000, Rec ≈ 900,000 and Rec ≈ 1,200,000,
respectively. There was a rapid increase in L/D as the angle of attack increased. All the
models considered had a peak L/D around an angle of attack of α ≈ 5°. The Figures 4.15,
4.16 and 4.17 show a zoomed in view of the region around the peak efficiency corresponding
to those shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14, respectively. These peaks in L/D ranged from
L/Dmax = 17 − 29 depending on the model and the Reynolds numbers. In general, L/Dmax
increased for all the models as the Reynolds number increased. Past the peak, the L/D
decreases more gradually than the increase in L/D. At the point of stall (and beyond), as
expected, there was a drop in L/D to a near zero value. This general behavior is consistent
for all models studied and all Reynolds numbers considered.
When comparing the different wingtip attachments, it becomes evident that the best
performing model in terms of L/D is the basic or conventional winglet. The variation of
L/Dmax for all the cases considered is tabulated in Table 4.4. Across all Reynolds Numbers
considered the conventional winglet outperformed all other cases at all positive angles of
attack before stall. Interestingly the ERAU featherlet #2 wing combination performed the
worst at all Reynolds numbers considered. Note, ERAU featherlet #2 was the wing with the
largest lift curve slope along with the largest stall angles. At the lowest Reynolds number
considered Rec ≈ 450, 000, the other wings and attachment combinations i.e., the literature
winglet, ERAU featherlet #1 and the wing with no attachment had a similar L/D with
little difference between them. However, as the Reynolds number increased to the higher
Reynolds numbers i.e., Rec ≈ 900,000 and Rec ≈ 1,200,000, the the literature featherlet and
the ERAU featherlet #1 start outperforming the base wing with no attachment. Interestingly
the variation of L/D in the case of the literature featherlet and the ERAU featherlet #1
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were very similar for all the Reynolds numbers considered. It is noted here again that the
no attachment case served as a floor for performance and the basic winglet attachment case
served as a benchmark for comparison to industry standard wingtip attachments. Hence,
while the literature featherlet and the ERAU featherlet #1 show promise it does not have
the benefit of years of development that the conventional winglet has undergone.
Table 4.4 Percent difference between models at maximum L/D
Rec =
No attachment
Basic winglet
Literature featherlet
ERAU featherlet #1
ERAU featherlet #2

450,000 900,000 1,200,000
—
—
—
+25%
+21%
+21%
-2%
+7%
+6%
+0%
+7%
+5%
-17%
-7%
-11%
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Figure 4.12 Variation of L/D vs. α at Rec ≈ 450, 000

Figure 4.13 Variation of L/D vs. α at Rec ≈ 900, 000
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Figure 4.14 Variation of L/D vs. α at Rec ≈ 1, 200, 000

Figure 4.15 Zoomed in variation of L/D vs. α at Rec ≈ 450, 000
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Figure 4.16 Zoomed in variation of L/D vs. α at Rec ≈ 900, 000

Figure 4.17 Zoomed in variation of L/D vs. α at Rec c ≈ 1, 200, 000
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The lift to drag ratio L/D is only one measure of the over all efficiency of the wing. For
example, the effect of the different weights of the different winglets is not considered by an
analysis using L/D as the only measure of wing efficiency. Wingtips used in industry today
are visibly larger than the featherlet designs proposed in this thesis. As mentioned previously
in Chapter 1, the lift force generated by the wings equals the weight of the entire aircraft at
cruise. Hence another means to improve the efficiency is to reduce the weight added due to
the winglets. It should be noted that the models are additively manufactured using materials
with various different core densities. Thus, they cannot be directly compared by their weight
alone, given the imprecise nature of composite reinforcement and 3D printing. In addition,
wind tunnel model manufacturing techniques are considerably different from best practices in
manufacturing actual wings. In order to get a preliminary estimate of the effect of weight, the
aerodynamic efficiency per unit volume of the entire wing plus wingtip device was considered.
This preliminary analysis assumes that the attachments internal structure and material used
would be consistent, with the overall weight scaling as the volume.
Figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 shows the variation of the lift to drag ratio per unit volume i.e.,
(L/D)/∀ of the wing as a function of the angle of attack α for Rec ≈ 450,000, Rec ≈ 900,000
and Rec ≈ 1,200,000, respectively. At the lowest Reynolds number (Rec ≈ 450, 000) small
differences are observed between all the different cases with the basic winglet performing the
best and the ERAU featherlet #2 the worst. As the Reynolds number increases the curves
due to all the different cases except ERAU featherlet #2 collapses start to collapse onto a
single curve. Particularly at the highest Reynolds number considered they are essentially a
single curve with only marginal differences. However, the ERAU featherlet #2 which had the
largest lift curve slope, performs the worst at all Reynolds numbers considered, particularly
with respect to the peak of the curve. The fact that all but one of the cases merges onto a
single curve at high Reynolds number is an interesting observation, the implications of which
require further study. This also suggests that with further careful and systematic study a
featherlet that out performs the basic winglet is possible.
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Figure 4.18 Variation of lift to drag ration per unit volume vs. angle of attack at
Rec ≈ 450, 000

Figure 4.19 Variation of lift to drag ration per unit volume vs. angle of attack at
Rec ≈ 900, 000
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Figure 4.20 Variation of lift to drag ration per unit volume vs. angle of attack at
Rec ≈ 1, 200, 000)
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4.2.4 Endurance Propeller Airplane
Much of the winglets currently being used are on jet airplanes operating at high Reynolds
number. However, birds operate at much lower Reynolds numbers. Thus, it is worthwhile
to investigate the relevance of winglets to the performance of airplanes at lower Reynolds
numbers i.e., airplanes that are typically powered by propellers. While the range or distance
traveled by a propeller airplane is directly proportional to the lift to drag ratio L/D the
endurance or time spent in flight is maximized when the power required PR is minimum.
Thus, endurance is the time a craft could fly given a aircraft weight and wing characteristics.
The power required for an airplane of weight W is given by
s
PR =

W/S
W
1
ρ
2



CD
CL1.5


.

(4.1)

Hence, for a given wing loading (W/S), aircraft weight and altitude the power required
PR is minimized when the ratio CL1.5 /CD is maximized. The minimum power in return gives
the conditions for maximum endurance. Hence, the maximum in the variation of CL1.5 /CD
gives the condition for maximum endurance and minimum power required for a given wing
configuration. It is noted that this true only for propeller airplanes.
Figures 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23 show the variation of CL1.5 /CD as a function of angle of attack
α for all three previously used Reynolds numbers. It is important to note that there was some
variation at the angles of attack at which the maximum CL1.5 /CD occurred. For example,
ERAU featherlet #2 starts to peak at higher angles of attack as the Reynolds number
increases. It is clear that the basic winglet outperforms all other models at pre-stall angles of
attack and at all Reynolds numbers. At the lowest Reynolds number (Rec ≈ 450, 000) ERAU
featherlet #2 performs the worst, even lower than the wing with no attachment. However,
as the Reynolds number increases all the models with attachments start outperforming the
wing with no attachment particularly around the peak in CL1.5 /CD . The maximum or peak of
CL1.5 /CD is shown as a function of Reynolds number in Figure 4.24. This plot reinforces the
previous observations that the basic wiglet outperforms all other wings.
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3/2

Figure 4.21 CL /CD vs. angle of attack α at Rec ≈ 450, 000

3/2

Figure 4.22 CL /CD vs. angle of attack α at Rec ≈ 900, 000
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3/2

Figure 4.23 CL /CD vs. angle of attack α at Rec ≈ 1, 200, 000

3/2

Figure 4.24 Variation of CL /CD plotted vs. Reynolds number Rec
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4.2.5 Moment Coefficient
The performance of the various models under consideration is rounded out by considering
the variation of the pitching moment coefficient around the quarter chord CM as the angle of
attack α changes. Figures 4.25, 4.26 and 4.27 show the variation of the pitching moment CM
vs. the angle of attack α for Rec ≈ 450,000, Rec ≈ 900,000 and Rec ≈ 1,200,000, respectively.
Table 4.5 then shows the slope of the linear fit of the curve of CM vs. α prior to stall.
All the curves have a small negative slope pre-stall for all Reynolds numbers considered.
The slope, CMα , appears to be mostly invariant with an increase in Reynolds number. Thin
airfoil theory tells us that a symmetrical airfoil must produce a near-zero pitching moment
coefficient about the quarter chord at all flight conditions. The reason for this is that the
center of pressure and the aerodynamic center are located near the quarter chord except at
large angles of attack [2]. The data for the no attachment case showed the least negative
slope for every Reynolds number, however the magnitude is essentially zero. Similarly, the
ERAU featherlet #2 attachment had the largest negative slope for all Reynolds numbers
considered, but is once more so small in magnitude that it can be considered zero. The other
attachments lay somewhere between these two slopes. Typically, a negative pitching moment
implies that positive lift causes a pitch down moment. In the context of moment coefficients,
having a negative value is favorable, as this signals a stable configuration. However, for this
study, the magnitudes are so small that they are considered zero, or close to statically neutral.
Rec =
No attachment
Basic winglet
Literature featherlet
ERAU featherlet #1
ERAU featherlet #2

450,000
0.0006
- 0.0008
- 0.0006
- 0.0004
- 0.0008

900,000
0.0007
- 0.0008
- 0.0006
- 0.0004
- 0.0009

1,200,000
0.0007
- 0.0008
- 0.0007
- 0.0004
- 0.0010

Table 4.5 Pitching stability coefficient CMα
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Figure 4.25 Pitching moment coefficient plotted against angle of attack (Rec ≈ 450, 000)

Figure 4.26 Pitching moment coefficient plotted against angle of attack (Rec ≈ 900, 000)
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Figure 4.27 Pitching moment coefficient plotted against angle of attack (Rec ≈ 1, 200, 000)
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter summarizes the primary conclusions along with recommendations for future
work. A manufacturing framework for rapid design and manufacture of complex parts was
developed with the emphasis on a blended design. The approach used a 3D printed core
strengthened by a composite layer. This allowed for the manufactured for complex wind
tunnel parts in a time and cost effective manner. Using this manufacturing technique three
featherlet attachments were designed and manufactured. One featherlet referred to as the
literature featherlet was based on a previous study. The other two featherlets referred to
as ERAU featherlet #1 and #2 were custom designed featherlets. In addition a basic or
conventional winglet similar to those seen in commercial aviation was manufactured. All
these attachments were mounted onto a base wing with a NACA 0012 airfoil section. It is
important to note that there was no formal comparison done between the CAD models and
the produced models after manual manufacturing. Both the basic winglet and the wing with
no attachments were used to compare the performance of the featherlets. The wing with no
attachment served as a floor for comparison while the basic winglet served as a mature wingtip
device which has undergone decades of development. Force and moment measurements along
with a flow visualization campaign was carried out at the ERAU MicaPlex Wind Tunnel.
The force balance measurements were carried out at three chord Reynolds numbers Rec ≈
450,000, Rec ≈ 900,000 and Rec ≈ 1,200,000, respectively.

5.1 Conclusions
The primary conclusions are summarized below.
1. The flow visualizations determined via the surface streamlines that the basic winglet
has flow that was closest to two-dimensional flow over the wing. This suggests that the
basic winglet reduced the induced drag the best when compared to the other cases.
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2. The lift coefficients plotted against the angle of attach showed that the ERAU featherlet
#2 produced the most lift or had the largest lift curve slope for all Reynolds numbers
considered. In addition, these curves suggested that the basic winglet attachment had
a slightly lower zero lift angle of attack.
3. The drag polar plots showed that the ERAU featherlet #2 produced larger drag
coefficients which accompanied the higher lift generated by this wing attachment
combination. In addition, it was established that the basic winglet had the overall
lowest drag coefficient across all Reynolds numbers considered. This was highlighted by
comparing the change in drag due to each attachment, where the basic winglet reduced
the drag by the largest amount.
4. The lift to drag ratio of all wings attachment combinations were examined. The
maximum lift to drag ratio for all cases occurred around an angle of attack of 5°. The
basic winglet had the largest increase in the peak of the lift to drag ratio (over 25%)
when compared with the no attachment case. In contrast ERAU featherlet #2 had the
poorest performance and had a lower peak lift to drag ratio than the no attachment
case. All other featherlet models showed an improvement in the peak lift to drag ratio
at the higher Reynolds numbers but not as large at that produced by the basic winglet.
5. It was recognized that the different wingtip devices considered had varying volume.
Hence, to account for the weight of the winglet the lift to drag ratio per unit volume was
considered. The ERAU featherlet #2 performed the poorest out of all considered cases.
However at the higher Reynolds numbers all the other attachments nearly collapsed on
a single curve. This could indicate a possibility for the use of featherlet design that
performs better than the basic winglet attachment, which is an area for future research.
3/2

6. The ratio CL /CD was considered as a means of investigating the performance of each
wingtip attachment in the context of propeller powered airplanes. The basic winglet
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once again performed the best. However at the higher Reynolds numbers all featherlet
wingtip devices outperformed the wing with no attachment.
7. The moment coefficient about the quarter chord of the various wing combinations
was considered. In all cases the moment was very close to zero with a small negative
moment at large pre-stall positive angle. Even though the magnitude was small, the
wing with no attachment had the least deviation from zero moment.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
This thesis overviews the manufacturing process and implementation of bio-inspired
wingtip devices for experimental testing. The force balance and flow visualization tests
provided some insight as to the performance of the winglet attachments and some conclusions
were made from the measurements. Particularly the collapse of all the cases except ERAU
featherlet #2 on to a single curve when considering the lift to drag ratio per unit volume
warrants further investigation. In this regard, to gain further insight, listed below are proposed
topics of study:
1. Downstream PIV: While the surface flow visualization experiment shows the impact
of the wingtip designs on the tip vortex acting on the main wing surface, there remains
a question as to the interaction between the multiple tip vortices interaction from
each feather and their downstream development. This has implications for minimum
distances between aircraft during take off and landing. Devenport et al. note how
multiple vortices interacting can dissipate quicker. Thus, PIV experiments on the
current featherlets would shed further light on their downstream development.
2. CNC Manufacturing: The current manufacturing process leads to quick and cost
effective turn around times. However, once a reasonable design is identified a faithful
CNC representation of the model using conventional manufacturing techniques is desired
to get an accurate estimate of the model performance.
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3. Design Optimization through CFD: Some of the design choices listed in this work
relied heavily on author inspiration and visual cues present in candid photos of birds in
soaring flight. A more iterative design approach could be sought out using high-fidelity
numerical models to optimize a featherlet designs.
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A COMPILATION OF OTHER RESULTS
This chapter consists of extra experimental data as well as some data that is relevant
to the topic at hand, although less direct in terms of conciseness to the discussion being
promoted.

Figure A.1 Plot of Drag Coefficient Data vs. Angle of Attack @ 75 ft per second
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Figure A.2 Plot of Drag Coefficient Data vs. Angle of Attack @ 150 ft per second

Figure A.3 Plot of Drag Coefficient Data vs. Angle of Attack @ 200 ft per second
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(a) Zoomed Plot of Aerodynamic Efficiency (b) Zoomed Plot of Aerodynamic Efficiency
vs. Angle of Attack @ Re = ∼450,000
vs. Angle of Attack @ Re = ∼900,000

(c) Zoomed Plot of Aerodynamic Efficiency
vs. Angle of Attack @ Re = ∼1,200,000

Figure A.4 Aerodynamic Efficiency vs. Angle of Attack
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B STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR
REINFORCING AN ADDITIVELY
MANUFACTURED STRUCTURE VIA VACUUM
BAGGING WITH COMPOSITE WEAVE
Background
With the rise of additive manufacturing in the form of PLA/ABS 3D printing, creating
unique structures has never been easier. This method of additive manufacturing makes it
easy for companies and individuals to manufacture various structures in a cost effective and
relatively quick way. The main draw back to using PLA printed structures is the tensile
strength associated with the filament, given that plastic (in this case poly-lactic acid) is
not particularly strong. One proposed solution to this is to reinforce the structure (from
henceforce referred to as PLA core) with composites, in this case carbon fiber weaves applied
through vacuum bagging layup. This appendix section goes over the materials, procedures
and safety standards needed to create such a structure.

Productions Materials Needed
• 3D printer: big enough to print preferred structure (sized down accordingly to account
for layup thickness)
• PLA: filament sued to print structure
• Carbon Fiber Weave: preferably twill or grid, to avoid having to manually angle
fibers
• Slow-Curing Epoxy/Hardener: used to bond the fibers together and to the structure,
avoid using other methods or speeds for curing as temperatures or pressures could
exceed limitations for PLA structure to retain its shape
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• Paper Cups: to hold epoxy, avoid plastic as temperatures during curing period of
residue epoxy may burn through certain plastics
• Mixing Sticks: preferably wood for same reason as above
• Bagging Material: used to encase structure and layup while vacuum bagging
• Breather: used to create gap between peel ply and bagging material so vacuum can
create seal and layup can confrom to body of PLA core
• Porous Peel Ply: a cloth like material that allows epoxy to go through with the
purpose of peeling away and leaving smooth finish to layup
• Sealing Tape: usually a yellow thick tape found in rolls that seals the bagging
• Vacuum and Hose/Valves: ensuring the hole and valve work and are placed correctly
is vital to making the vacuum bagging work, a vacuum capable of -10 to -20 psi is
sufficient
• Paint Brushes
• Sanding Paper/Devices: needed to smooth out and finish laid up structure
• Saw: useful for cutting off excess weave/material
• Scissors
• Safety Materials: discussed below

Safety Materials Needed
• Safety Goggles: should be used at all times as various materials listed can cause harm
if they came in contact with sensistive areas such as eyes
• Filter Masks: important to keep epoxy fumes out of lungs, and especially important
when sanding carbon based structures, which in large amounts is known to be a
carcinogen
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• Gloves: carbon fiber and dust are easily spread through contact and can cause splinters
as well as being a carcinogen
• Downdraft Table: essential when doing any kind of sanding work, keeps potentially
harmful particles out of the air
• Pants and Closed Toe Shoes: epoxies and hardeners can be harmful if they come
in contact with skin
It’s important to always be properly dressed for lab work. Adding a lab coat can contribute
to safety as well by adding an extra layer of cloth between potentially hazardous materials
and the user.
NOTE: Epoxies and hardeners are flammable and should be kept in properly labeled
and flame retardant containers to avoid accidents.

Procedure
The first step should come in ensuring the structures PLA core is ready and can withstand
the conditions it will undergo throughout the vacuum bagging process. Recommended
printing configurations are grid-type infill ranging anywhere from 10-60% infill (this ranges
the strength to be about from -20% the maximum strength to about -4% maximum strength)
and adding proper supports where needed.
The following step in preparing the manufacturing process is to cut out specified amounts
of bagging material, breather, peel ply, and carbon fiber. Recommended sizes depend on the
structure but in general it is recommended to have enough fold over the structure completely
like a sandwich plus 20% to 30% to account for measurement error and size of materials
under that component of the material. For complicated structures it might be worthwhile
to lay up sides at differing times, undergoing multiple vacuum bagging processes. Porous
peel ply will go over the PLA core and weave and will therefor have to be slightly bigger.
Similarly the breather will have to be slightly bigger than the peel ply to completely encase
it. The bagging goes over everything and will be sealed with sealing tape on all the edges.
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Building up a structure in the fashion detailed in this paper involves practice and patience.
Luckily, PLA printed cores are cheap to manufacture and it is often a good idea to have
multiple cores ready in the event of messing up the layup or finishing process. Repetition
will help speed the process up and lead to better layups in the future.
The following details the steps needed to manufacture a laid up structure:
1. Lay down the bagging material and subsequently place the breather on top of it, then
the porous peel ply on top of that, then the PLA core and weaves on top of that. The
set up should resemble a sandwich where if the excess is folded over, the PLA core
is in the middle surrounded by carbon fiber weave, which is surrounded by peel ply,
subsequently surrounded by breather then by bagging material.
2. Unfold the sandwich and note the midpoint of the sandwich fold, starting from one
end and going along the perimeter until reaching the other end, apply the sealing tape
without removing top paper.
3. Mix the epoxy and hardener in the paper cups to the specification written on the
can/bottle.
4. Start painting the epoxy onto the PLA core until it is completely covered (being
generous helps).
5. Conform the carbon fiber weave to the structure and paint some more epoxy onto it,
using hands can sometimes be easier to manipulate the weave and ensure the epoxy is
drenching through all features of the structure.
6. If applicable, flip the structure over and perform step 4 again.
7. Perform steps 4 and 5 as many times as needed (using more carbon fiber weaves
increases strength but also thickness).
8. After painting onto the last weave, remove, dispose of and change gloves.
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9. Lay the porous peel ply onto the structure, ensure it will cover every feature after being
pressed down.
10. Press down on the peel ply to conform it on the structure and change gloves if need be.
11. Press down on breather to conform to structure.
12. Double check all parts of the components are covered by the component encasing it.
13. Use extra breather folded over a couple times to place under a valve.
14. Remove paper on top of sticky tape and fold over bagging material to seal. Be sure to
check all edges of the perimeter to make sure it is sealed properly.
15. Use scissors or a blade to puncture the bagging material where the valve hole is, then
attach to the vacuum hose.
16. Turn on vacuum hose and let it sit for 15-45 minutes in a vacuum before turning off.
17. After turning off vacuum, let the layup cure for 8-10 hours or the time specified on
epoxy/hardener bottle.
18. After curing, open bagging and rip apart via the peel ply.
19. If needed, use a saw to cut off excess weave pieces.
20. Sand structure down on the downdraft table if necessary and apply another coat of
epoxy to cure with or without vacuum depending on preference.
21. Apply car body filler to entire model and allow to dry.
22. Dry then wet sand excess car body filler to create gloss like finish.
23. Reapply car body filler on areas where divots and manufacturing imperfections are
present.
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24. Repeat prior two steps until model is satisfactory.
25. Coat with primer if necessary and wait for it to dry.
26. Paint if necessary and dry.
27. Sand model with 600 grit sandpaper to achieve standard aerodynamic roughness needed
for wind tunnel testing.
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